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Quiz topic: Adverbs
For each of the six questions choose the one correct answer.

1. I lost my wallet last week, but __________ I didn’t have any money or credit cards in it at the time.
   a) luckily
   b) hopefully
   c) generally
   d) unfortunately

2. I waited ages for the bus; one _________ came an hour later!
   a) generally
   b) presumably
   c) ideally
   d) eventually

3. I’ve studied hard, so ___________ I’ll pass the exam.
   a) originally
   b) hopefully
   c) generally
   d) apparently

4. My grandad _________ has a little sleep after lunch.
   a) eventually
   b) generally
   c) hopefully
   d) originally

5. Have you heard the news? _______ she’s left her husband for a younger man!
   a) luckily
   b) presumably
   c) potentially
   d) apparently

6. If he’s found guilty he could __________ go to prison for a very long time.
   a) potentially
   b) originally
   c) eventually
   d) luckily
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Quiz topic:
For each of the six questions choose the one correct answer.

1. I lost my wallet last week, but __________ I didn’t have any money or credit cards in it at the time.
   a) luckily
   b) hopefully
   c) generally
   d) unfortunately

‘Luckily’ means it was lucky or fortunate e.g. I forgot to lock my car but luckily it wasn’t stolen!

‘Hopefully’ refers to something in the future which I hope will happen.

‘Generally’ refers to something which happens usually or often, e.g. I generally get to work about 9 o’clock.

‘Unfortunately’ means it was unlucky.

2. I waited ages for the bus; one _________ came an hour later!
   a) generally
   b) presumably
   c) ideally
   d) eventually

‘Generally’ refers to something which happens usually or often, e.g. I generally get to work about 9 o’clock.

‘Presumably’ refers to something which I assume will happen or is true, e.g. Presumably he’ll call me when he arrives.

‘Ideally’ is used to describe something that I think is the best or perfect e.g. Our new flatmate will ideally clean and tidy around the house.

‘Eventually’ refers to something which took longer than expected to happen.

3. I’ve studied hard, so ___________ I’ll pass the exam.
   a) originally
   b) hopefully
   c) generally
   d) apparently

‘Originally’ refers to how something was at a time before it changed e.g. He was originally a teacher before he became a TV presenter.

‘Hopefully’ refers to something in the future which I hope will happen.

‘Generally’ refers to something which happens usually or often, e.g. I generally get to work about 9 o’clock.
‘Apparently’ refers to something which appears to be true but I’m not 100% sure (it’s often used for gossip!) e.g. Mary was saying that apparently he’s in trouble with the police.

4. My grandad ______ has a little sleep after lunch.
   a) eventually
   b) generally
   c) hopefully
   d) originally

‘Eventually’ refers to something which took longer than expected to happen.

‘Generally’ refers to something which happens usually or often, e.g. I generally get to work about 9 o’clock.

‘Hopefully’ refers to something in the future which I hope will happen.

‘Originally’ refers to how something was at a time before it changed e.g. He was originally a teacher before he became a TV presenter.

5. Have you heard the news? ______ she’s left her husband for a younger man!
   a) luckily
   b) presumably
   c) potentially
   d) apparently

‘Luckily’ means it was lucky or fortunate e.g. I forgot to lock my car but luckily it wasn’t stolen!

‘Presumably’ refers to something which I assume will happening or is true, e.g. Presumably he’ll call me when he arrives.

‘Potentially’ refers to something that might happen e.g. Phil’s new business deal is potentially worth millions!

‘Apparently’ refers to something which appears to be true but I’m not 100% sure (often used for gossip!) e.g. Mary was saying that apparently he’s in trouble with the police.

6. If he’s found guilty he could ________ go to prison for a very long time.
   a) potentially
   b) originally
   c) eventually
   d) luckily

‘Potentially’ refers to something that might happen e.g. Phil’s new business deal is potentially worth millions!

‘Originally’ refers to how something was at a time before it changed e.g. He was originally a teacher before he became a TV presenter.

‘Eventually’ refers to something which took longer than expected to happen.

‘Luckily’ means it was lucky or fortunate e.g. I forgot to lock my car but luckily it wasn’t stolen!